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ABSTRACT
CFD Analysis of 3-D Thermalhydraulics Flow Effects on Wall Concentration 
Gradient Profiles for LBE Loop Fittings
by
Narain Armbya
Dr. Samir Moujaes, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor, Mechanical Engineering 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
The objective o f the thesis is to study the effects of thermalhydraulics flows on 
the wall concentration gradient profiles in LBE loop fittings. To that end detailed models 
o f the fittings have been constructed to study these effects. These fittings include sudden 
expansion, sudden contraction, t-joint and elbow. The typical flow rates chosen for these 
simulations are typical o f design criteria chosen for the loop with Reynolds numbers 
expected around 200,000 and the usual axial temperature profiles which are being 
characterized in the DELTA loop at LANL. STAR-CD is the simulation package used to 
make these predictions, which include detailed 3-D velocity, temperature and 
concentration gradient profiles o f the corrosion/precipitation on the inner surface o f these 
fittings. The different predicted variables from these simulations indicate that special 
attention needs to be placed when designing loops with these fittings especially in the 
regions o f sudden velocity changes and stagnation zones. These wall gradients can 
determine eventually the expected longevity o f these fittings in an LBE flow 
environment. Presently though very little experimental data exists that would be suitable
111
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to corroborate the simulation results. Graphs o f concentration gradient v/s distance from 
the inlet o f these fittings were plotted. Eventually these individual fitting models will 
become part o f an overall closed loop that will yield more realistic core concentration 
values and hence more realistic wall gradient values, which are dependent on these core 
values.
IV
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1. Nuclear Energy
16% of the world's electricity is generated by nuclear energy. 31 countries to generate 
up to three quarters o f their electricity are using it, and a substantial number o f these 
depend on it for one quarter to one half o f their supply. Some 10,000-reactor years of 
operational experience have been accumulated since the 1950s by the world's some 430 
nuclear power reactors [1],
Nuclear energy applied to generating electricity is an efficient way o f generating 
electricity. Except for the reactor itself, a nuclear power station works like most coal or 
gas-fired power stations. Nuclear energy is best applied to medium and large-scale 
electricity generation on a continuous basis. The fuel for it is basically uranium.
Nuclear energy has distinct environmental advantages over fossil fuels, in that 
virtually all its wastes are contained and managed. Nuclear power stations cause 
negligible pollution, if  they are operated under controlled environment and condition. 
Furthermore the fuel for it is virtually unlimited, considering both geological and 
technological aspects. That is to say, there is plenty o f uranium in the earth's crust and 
well-proven technology means that we can extract about 60 times as much energy from it 
as we do today. The safety record o f nuclear energy is better than for any major industrial 
technology.
1
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1.2. Nuclear Waste
Fission occurs when atoms split and cause a nuclear reaction. Nuclear waste is 
produced whenever nuclear fission takes place and high-level radioactive waste is a by­
product o f making electricity at commercial nuclear power plants. It also comes from 
nuclear materials produced at defense facilities. Nuclear waste is predominately 
comprised o f used fuel discharged from operating nuclear reactors.
Nuclear waste is a challenging problem people are facing, not only nationally, but 
also globally. In the United States, the roughly 100 operating reactors (which currently 
produce about 20% of the nation’s electricity) will create about 87,000 tons o f such 
discharged or “spent” fuel over the course o f their lifetimes. Sixty thousand tons o f this 
waste is destined for geologic disposal at the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada, along with 
another -10,000 tons o f so-called defense waste. Worldwide, more than 250,000 tons of 
spent fuel from reactors currently operating will require disposal.
These numbers account for only high-level radioactive nuclear waste generated by 
present-day power reactors. Nuclear power could develop so quickly by year 2050, that 
almost 1 million tons o f discharged fuel - requiring disposal, could exist. All o f these 
depend on how to handle the waste to improve the safety and environment concern [2].
1.3. Nuclear Waste Treatment
An Accelerator Transmutation o f Waste (ATW) based project to develop a future 
capability to separate actinides and long lived fission products from spent fuel, to 
transmute them, and to dispose off the remaining waste in optimal form, was developed 
at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). This project has been developed by
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
multi-machine laboratories managed by the U.S. Department o f Energy, involving 
several technologies like, separation technology, accelerator technology and 
transmutation technology. Transmutation technology has been mainly emphasized in the 
discussion below.
Transmutation is a nuclear transformation that effectively converts one isotope into 
another. Nuclear spent fuel, after producing nuclear energy in the form o f heat for several 
years, still contains minor amounts o f transuranics (mainly plutonium) and useful 
potential energy. This is considered as waste in many nations because o f the decreased 
reactivity due to the consumption o f  ̂ ^^U, buildup o f fission and activation products, and 
degradation o f mechanical integrity. The process involving the conversion o f these 
transuranic isotopes and long-lived fission products into short lived isotopes is called 
transmutation. Exposing these isotopes to neutrons in either a critical nuclear reactor or 
an accelerator-driven sub critical nuclear system are the efficient methods for nuclear 
transmutation.
Two main technologies that come under the transmutation technology are the 
fuel/blanket and spallation target. While fuel/blanket technology includes the options of 
molten salt thermal systems, liquid metal fast reactors and gas cooled systems, spallation 
target includes gas cooled tungsten, integral lead-bismuth target and coolant, and others. 
Liquid fuel forms prove to be advantageous to the designer. Due to significant advantages 
o f liquid lead-bismuth over sodium, as both a spallation target and as a coolant, it was 
designated the preferred technology [3].
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1.4. Transmutation Research Program
Transmutation Research Program (TRP) is formerly known as “Advanced 
Accelerator Application” program (AAA). It involves the effort from universities by 
University Participation Program (UPP), which is a partnership between national 
laboratories and universities.
The TRP is improving the current nuclear waste processing technology, so that there 
is less concern over the management o f the nuclear waste produced by nuclear power 
plants and developing a technology base for nuclear waste transmutation, which 
researchers hope can transform long-lived radioactive materials into short-lived or non­
radioactive materials. Efforts are also being made to demonstrate its practicality and 
value for long-term waste management. The transmutation technology under study has 
the potential to extract energy from nuclear waste and make it available to the national 
power grid, representing a potentially huge amount o f energy (equivalent to -1 0  billion 
barrels o f oil) [4],
The TRP also plans to construct an advanced accelerator-driven test facility that will 
provide unique and flexible capabilities for demonstration of nuclear waste transmutation 
and advanced nuclear technologies such as those for Generation IV reactors (solving 
electricity shortage and current electricity generation environmental contamination.).
Another troublesome issue is the decline o f engineers and scientists with a nuclear 
background. Since 1980, nuclear engineering enrollments at US universities have sharply 
declined. No new nuclear power plants have been ordered in the United States since the 
late 1970s. The TRP and its University Participation Program will establish and support a 
national university program to reenergize development and training in nuclear
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
engineering and related fields, and develop research partnerships to rebuild a declining 
national nuclear science technology base.
The central theme and purpose o f this program at UNLV is to involve students in 
research on the economically and environmentally sound refinement o f spent nuclear 
fuel. The long-term goals o f this program are to increase the University's research 
capabilities, attracting students and faculty o f the highest caliber, while furthering the 
national program to address one o f the nation's most pressing technological and 
environmental problems.
1.5. Lead Bismuth Eutectic 
The concept o f a nuclear reactor using LBE as a coolant was considered in United 
States in the 1950s and Russians put it into practical use in submarine reactors [5].
LBE has exceptional chemical, thermal physical, nuclear and neutronic properties 
well suited for nuclear coolant and spallation target applications. In particular, LBE has a 
low melting temperature (123.5'^C) and very high boiling temperature (~1670°C), is 
chemically inert and does not react with air and water violently, and can yield close to 30 
neutrons per 1 GeV proton.
In recent years, LBE has received resurgent interest worldwide as a candidate for 
nuclear coolant applications in advanced reactors that are simple, modular, passively safe 
and proliferation resistant, with long-lasting fuels. However, corrosion caused by LBE 
has long been recognized as a leading obstacle to its nuclear applications and LBE has 
not been used in high-power spallation targets [5]. Liquid LBE alloy is known to be 
particularly aggressive towards iron and nickel, main components o f stainless steels. The
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long-term reliability o f piping containing LBE is determined by its resistance to being 
dissolved, eroded or corroded by the liquid.
One technique to solve this problem is to employ active oxygen control. The 
resistance to corrosion is greatly enhanced if  a protective layer o f oxide exists on the 
metal surfaces in contact with liquid. LBE is relatively inert compared to the metal 
components in steel [6]. Once Fe and Cr based oxides are formed on the steel surface; the 
dissolution o f metal comes to a negligible level so that the loop is able to sustain a 2-3 
year period that satisfies the design.
Tremendous effort has been made on the study o f LBE and oxygen control 
technique. Gromov et al. presented the experience o f using LBE coolant in reactors o f 
Russian nuclear submarines and key results o f developments for use o f a LBE coolant in 
nuclear reactors and accelerator-driven systems [8]. Courouau et al. studied the different 
specific methods to control the impurity o f LBE, which is o f major interest for ensuring 
adequate and safe operation o f LBE facilities [9]. Soler Crespo et al. and Ning Li carried 
out experiments to examine the corrosion in LBE system in static and dynamic conditions 
[10] [11]. Balbaud-Célérier et al. set up theoretical models to predict the hydrodynamic 
effects on the corrosion o f steels exposed to flowing liquid LBE [12].
1.6. Materials Test Loop (MTL)
To perform the thermal hydraulics and material compatibility testing o f liquid LBE 
and steel walls o f the nuclear reactor, an experimental setup called the Materials Test 
Loop (MTL) has been constructed [2], The MTL was designed by the Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (LANL) team members in cooperation with Institute o f Physics and
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Power Engineering (IPPE), Obninsk, Russia, and named it as DELTA ((DEvelopment o f 
Lead-Bismuth Target Applications) loop [5]. The MTL is also used to develop candidate 
materials with oxygen control [6], The main goals o f DELTA loop are:
• Implementation o f an oxygen measurement and control system in the LBE flow.
• Investigation o f the long-term corrosive effects o f LBE on a variety o f materials.
• Implementation and investigation o f natural convection flow in an LBE system.
• Investigation o f the thermal-hydraulic properties o f LBE in prototype target 
designs [13].
The DELTA loop is shown in Figure 1. It is a closed loop consisting o f a pump, 
piping, heat exchangers and tanks. During operation, lead-bismuth is melted in the Melt 
Tank, transferred by gas pressure into the Sump Tank. A centrifugal pump submerged in 
the liquid metal in the Sump Tank circulates the fluid through the loop. After leaving the 
Sump Tank, liquid lead-bismuth travels up to the recuperator’s shell side where the 
fluid’s temperature is increased by 100°C.
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Figure 1. Materials Test Loop
A magnetic flow meter is placed on the long vertical pipe leading from recuperatoi 
shell side to the heated section at the bottom of the loop. Band heaters cover the next fi 
horizontal tubes. There the fluid’s temperature is raised another 50°C. The fluid leav 
the heat exchanger through the bottom outlet, goes down through the vertical pipe, tui 
and returns to the sump tank through the bottom inlet. Several pipes are built into 1 
loop to allow bypass o f the recuperator, heat exchanger or the sump tank. The pump us 
in MTL is a standard centrifugal pump with an 8.5 in impeller. It is driven by a 25-ho 
power electric motor and is capable o f 58 GPM maximum flow in the loop. 1
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recuperator is standard shell and tube heat exchanger where both the hot and cold fluids 
are liquid lead-bismuth at different temperatures. The heat exchanger consists o f several 
concentric tubes with water as the cooling fluid. Water is separated from the loop fluid by 
an annulus filled with lead-bismuth.
All components o f the loop are built o f standard 316 stainless steel, which is one of 
the materials to be tested for its interaction with lead-bismuth. MTL also has a test 
section where coupons o f various other materials can be placed for testing in the lead- 
bismuth flow [5].
1.7. Kinetics o f Chemical Corrosion 
In the past few years, several different analytical models, describing the kinematics 
o f precipitation and corrosion in LBE flow loops, have been developed. These models 
included the studies in both the isothermal and non-isothermal loops. One o f the main 
assumptions in most o f these models developed is that there are no bends or complicated 
geometries involved. The flow is assumed to be in a straight pipe with the fluid coming 
out o f the pipe from one run, fed as an inlet for the next run with same outlet conditions.
As explained in the previous topic, the Materials Test Loop, as the name indicates, is 
material testing equipment that has been developed by the Los Alamos National 
Laboratories team. The geometry o f the MTL is very complicated, involving a heater, 
recuperator and heat exchanger to set and control temperature variations. LBE is pumped 
from the melt tank using a centrifugal pump at 350”C. The EBE is then allowed to flow 
through the recuperator, where it is heated to 450“C, by absorbing the heat from the LBE 
coming from the test section. It is then passed through the main heating section, where
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the temperature is raised to 550“C. It then passes through the test section and then enters 
the recuperator, where it exchanges heat with the liquid coming from the pump resulting 
in a temperature drop o f 100°C. The temperature is further reduced to 350“C, when it
passes through a heat exchanger on its way back to the melt tank [14],
The flow dynamics, the temperature variations along the loop length and the LBE 
reactivity with iron and oxygen result in corrosion o f the steel structure. The corrosion o f 
this steel structure usually occurs in two different ways, namely, dissolution and 
reduction. Without the presence o f oxygen coating, the dissolution o f iron occurs 
according to the formula;
Fe(S) ^  Fe,soi) (1)
The solubility o f iron in LBE can be expressed as
log(c) = log(Cs) = 6.01 -  4380rr (2)
where T is the absolute temperature
Let us now consider the case where there is oxygen introduced into the flow. Oxygen 
in the MTL mostly stays as lead oxide. The lead-oxide reacts with iron on the surface 
according the reduction formula given below:
4Pb + Fe3Ü4(S) 3Fe + 4PbO(Soi) (3)
The equilibrium concentration o f Fe, for the above reaction, can be obtained as,
log(cFc) = 11.35 -  (12844/T) - log(Co) (4)
where, cpe is the concentration o f iron and Co is the concentration o f oxygen introduced 
into the LBE [11].
Balboud-Celerier and Barbier developed an analytical expression for predicting the 
corrosion rate, which is given by [9]:
10
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q = K*(Csurf-Cbulk) (5)
where q is the corrosion/precipitation rate, K is the mass transfer coefficient, Csurf is the 
corrosion product concentration at the solid-liquid interface and Cbuik is the bulk 
concentration o f the liquid metal flowing in the loop.
The analytical corrosion/precipitation rate obtained from LANL material testing loop 
is shown in Figure 2 [14]. It is given by the formula
q = D(dc/dy) (6)
where D = diffusion co-efficient
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Figure 2. Corrosion/precipitation in LANL MTL
Kanti Kiran Dasika [15] constructed a rectangular loop to run the CFD simulations of 
the DELTA Loop and the results were in close agreement with the analytical result 
shown in Figure 1.2. But there were some differences that may have been caused due to
11
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the absence o f the loop fittings. Hence a study on species transport in these complicated 
fittings is necessary.
1.8. Significance o f Work 
An important purpose o f study presented in this thesis is to use numerical simulation 
to explore the effects on species transport from complicated geometry and also, from 
different flow conditions. From aforementioned researches conducted by other people, it 
can be observed that the approach o f numerical simulation is not paid enough attention to 
and carried out systematically for practical problems. Geometry and fittings is expected 
to have a great influence on flow behavior and species transport and concentration in the 
loop. As a result, local corrosion rate close to geometry change varies significantly from 
classic estimation in regular and simple domain. The Delta Loop in Los Alamos National 
Lab (LANL) has different sections that differ in diameter from one to another. Sudden 
expansions, t-joints, sudden contractions, elbows etc are expected to show great 
differences in the local corrosion rate. Consequently, prediction o f how corrosion rate is 
distributed provides important information to material selecting and safety issue. 
According to the suggestions from LANL, an intensive study on the geometry effect is 
hence conducted.
12
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CHAPTER 2
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES AND MODEL DESRIPTIONS 
This chapter provides information on the working theory behind the simulation 
package used to model the LBE flow in the fittings and the models considered for 
simulating the flow. The chapter is split into two subchapters. The first part provides a 
detailed description o f the operational concept behind the simulation package used for the 
present study. The second subchapter presents the details o f different fitting models that 
were used for the research purposes.
2.1. Numerical Simulation Techniques 
Computer-aided analysis techniques have revolutionized engineering design/analysis 
in several important areas, notably in the field o f structural analysis. Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) techniques are now providing a similar influence on the analysis o f 
fluid flow phenomena, including heat transfer, mass transfer and chemical reaction. The 
frequent occurrence o f such phenomena in industry and the environment has ensured that 
CFD is now a standard part o f the Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) repertoire.
STAR-CD is a commercial, finite volume CFD code, developed by Computation 
Dynamics Limited. It is a powerful CFD tool for thermo fluids analysis and has been 
designed for use in a CAE environment. Its many attributes include:
13
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• A self-contained, fully-integrated and user-friendly program suite comprising pre­
processing, analysis and post-processing facilities
• A general geometry-modeling capability that renders the code applicable to the 
complex shapes often encountered in industrial applications
• Extensive facilities for automatic meshing o f complex geometries, either through 
built-in tools or through interfaces to external mesh generators such as SAMM™ 
and ICEM CFD Tetra™.
• Built-in models o f an extensive and continually expanding range o f flow 
phenomena, including transients, compressibility, turbulence, heat transfer, mass 
transfer, chemical reaction and multi-phase flow
• Fast and robust computer solution techniques that enhance reliability and reduce 
computing overheads
• Easy-to-use facilities for setting up and running very large CFD models using 
state-of-the-art parallel computing techniques
• Built-in links with popular proprietary CAD/CAE systems, including 
PATRAN^“ , IDEAS^^ and ANSYS™.
The STAR-CD system comprises the main analysis code, STAR (Simulation o f 
Turbulent flow in Arbitrary Regions), and the pre processor and post-processor code, 
PROSTAR.
STAR-CD incorporates mathematical models o f a wide range o f thermo fluid 
phenomena including steady and transient; laminar (non-Newtonian) and turbulent (from 
a choice o f turbulence models); incompressible and compressible (transonic and 
supersonic); heat transfer (convection, conduction and radiation including conduction
14
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within solids); mass transfer and chemical reaction (combustion); porous media; multiple 
fluid streams and multiphase flow; body-fitted, unstructured, non-orthogonal; range of 
cell shapes, hexahedral, tetrahedral and prisms; embedded and arbitrary mesh; dynamic 
changes including distortion, sliding interface, and addition and deletion o f cells during 
transient calculations. The governing equations used by STAR-CD are given below.
The mass and momentum conservation equations solved by STAR-CD for general 
incompressible fluid flows and a moving coordinate frame (‘Navier-Stokes’ equations) 
are, in Cartesian tensor notation:
1 , 3(f*Z/)
K')
1 -1^/) _  ap ,
+ --------------------------- ----— +S.  f o f
where t : time
X; : Cartesian coordinate (/=1, 2, 3)
Ui. absolute fluid velocity component in direction x,
Uj : Uj-Ucj, relative velocity between fluid and local (moving) coordinate frame
that moves with velocity Ucj 
p\ piezometric pressure= p , -  Pog,„x^̂ , where p , is static pressure, is
reference density, the are gravitational field components and the x,„
are coordinates from a datum, where is defined
p: density
Tij: stress tensor components
s„,: mass source
15
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sf. momentum source components
■yfg : determinant o f metric tensor 
and repeated subscripts denote summation.
For turbulent flows,w,, p  and other dependent variables, including T., assume their
ensemble averaged values (equivalent to time averages for steady-state situations) giving, 
for equation 8:
2 du, „
T, -  2/^,7 ^ij - P ^ i ^ i  (9)
where the u are fluctuations about the ensemble average velocity and the over bar 
denotes the ensemble averaging process. The rightmost term in the above equation 
represents the additional Reynolds stresses due to turbulent motion. These are linked to 
the mean velocity field via the turbulence models.
Heat transfer in STAR-CD is implemented through the following general form o f the 
enthalpy conservation equation for a fluid mixture:
Here, h is the static enthalpy, defined by:
A = -  c ;? ;  (1 1)
and T : absolute temperature
mm: mass fraction o f mixture constituent m
H m- heat o f formation o f constituent m
E: summation over all mixture constituents
Cp : mean constant pressure specific heat at temperature T
16
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c° : reference specific heat at temperature To
Sh: energy source
ht: thermal enthalpy
It should be noted that the static enthalpy h is defined as the sum of the thermal and 
chemical components, the latter being included to cater for the chemically reacting flows.
For a constant-density approximation to an ideal gas, e.g. air at standard temperature 
and pressure, the enthalpy o f the gas is transported with all pressure dependent terms 
ignored, as these are negligible.
For solids and constant density fluids, such as liquids, STAR-CD solves the transport 
equation for the specific internal energy, e, where:
where c is the mean constant-volume specific heat. This equation is similar in form to 
equation 14, but does not contain the pressure-related terms. The form o f equation 14 
appropriate to particular classes o f flow is specified via the Fh and Sh, as outlined below. 
The governing equation for thermal enthalpy is given by:
(13)
Here, ht is the thermal enthalpy, defined by
A, (14)
and F^ j : diffusional thermal energy flux in direction x.
Sc, m- rate o f production or consumption o f species m due to chemical reaction
17
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A governing equation for total chemico-thermal enthalpy (H) may be formed by 
summing an equation for mechanical energy conservation and static enthalpy equation:
where, H =(l/2) uiUi + h  (16)
A governing equation for total thermal enthalpy may be formed in a similar fashion 
by combining a mechanical energy conservation equation and equation 17.
STAR-CD assumes that the molecular diffusion fluxes o f heat and mass obey 
Fourier’s and Fick’s laws, respectively. Accordingly, for a turbulent flow, heat and mass 
molecular diffusion fluxes are given as:
+ (17)
Alternatively,
(18)
where the middle term containing the static enthalpy or thermal enthalpy fluctuations h ’ 
or A, ’ represents the turbulent diffusional flux o f energy.
Each constituent m o f a fluid mixture, whose local concentration is expressed as a 
mass fraction nim, is assumed to be governed by a species conservation equation o f the 
form:
1 d ( 4 g p m j   ̂ d {pUjm,„ -F^ J
Bf Bx
where . : diffusional flux component
s„: rate o f production or consumption due to chemical reaction
18
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By analogy with the energy equation, the diffusional flux relation for a laminar flow
is
dffi
(20)
where is the molecular diffusivity o f component m.
The time averaged diffusional flux relation for a turbulent flow is given by:
(21)
where the rightmost term, containing the concentration fluctuation represents the 
turbulent mass flux.
In some circumstances, it is not necessary to solve a differential conservation 
equation for every component o f a mixture, due to the existence o f algebraic relations 
between the species mass fractions. An example is the requirement o f = 1
STAR-CD allows such relations to be exploited, when desired.
All forms o f the k-£  and k-l linear models currently contained in STAR-CD assume 
that the turbulent Reynolds stresses and scalar fluxes are linked to ensemble averaged 
flow properties in an analogous fashion to their laminar flow counterparts, thus:
-  p u p  . = 2//,5,. - 1  (//, ^  + pk)5,. (22)
//, dh
= - ^ —  (23)
p u  (24)
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where, k  -  (25)
is the turbulent kinetic energy. The quantity /// is the turbulent viscosity, , and , are
the turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers, respectively. The above equations effectively 
define these quantities. The turbulent viscosity is linked to k and g via:
P, = f ,  (26)
or to k  and I via:
(27)
where is an empirical coefficient, usually taken as a constant, is another
coefficient, to be defined later on. The turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are also 
empirical qualities that are usually assigned constant and equal values. An expression 
relating k, g and I can be obtained by equating equations 26 and 27. Thus,
/ = C''" —  (28)
£
For the current study 1 is taken a one order o f magnitude less than the inlet size. Thus 
the value o f k is 0.00057 and that o f s is 0.00088.
The turbulence model selected for this study is the Chen’s k-s high Reynolds number 
model [16]. The dissipation time scale, k/e, is the only turbulence time scale used in 
closing the s- equation in the basic k-s model. In Chen’s model the production time scale 
k/P, as well as the dissipation time scale, is used in closing the s- equation. This extra 
time scale is claimed to allow the energy transfer mechanism o f turbulence to respond to 
the mean strain rate more effectively. This results in an extra constant in the s- equation.
20
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This turbulence model takes no explicit account o f compressibility or buoyancy 
effects. However, in STAR-CD, these effects are modeled as in the standard k-e model, 
as can be seen from the following:
Turbulence energy
Turbulence dissipation rate
\diief 2 f  du. p e* du.
C .i  - P -  3 (m ,5 ^  -  P ^ Jâ^ J  +  Q 3  } M A -  P I  -  ^ 4  P e ^
(29)
(30)
where Ces is an empirical coefficient. The recommended model constants are shown in 
the table below.
Table 1. Values Assigned to Chen's k-epsilon Turbulence Model
A Ok Oe Oh Om C ei
0.09 0.75 1.19 0.9 0.9 1.15
Ce2 Ce3 Ce4 C es k E
1.9 1.4 -0.33 0.25 0.4153 9.0
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2.2. Model Descriptions 
This sub-chapter presents the various models that have been created and used for 
fluid flow simulation and corrosion gradient estimation in the fittings o f the Materials 
Test Loop. The overall study is mainly divided into two parts. The first part is the 
creation o f the fitting models using the modeling tools available, applying the boundary 
conditions including a small sub-routine, which defines the wall concentration o f oxygen. 
The second part o f the study deals with running o f these models in conditions similar to 
that o f that o f the actual Delta Loop at various Reynolds numbers and a given 
concentration o f oxygen in the LBE. This part o f the study also includes the verification 
o f the dependency o f the grid distribution with the outcome o f the results i.e., to check 
that the results are grid independent. There are 4 fitting models considered in this study. 
They are:
1. Sudden Expansion.
2. Sudden Contraction.
3. T-j oint.
4. Elbow.
Before going into details o f describing each model, an outline o f the different 
assumptions made needs to be stated. The assumptions specified here are for all the 
models unless specified. The overall diameter o f the loop fittings is assumed to be 
uniform and has been taken as 1 inch or 0.0254 m. The wall temperatures are assumed to 
be varying from 623°K to 723“K and the imposed wall concentration is a function o f 
temperature, given by equation (4) in Chapter 1. It is assumed that the flow is 
incompressible, and that the variation o f physical properties o f the LBE with the variation
22
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of temperature in the given range o f 623°K to 723°K is negligible. The Table 2 elaborates 
on the properties o f LBE used for the analysis.
Table 2. Properties o f Lead Bismuth Eutectic
Density 
(p kg/m^)
Molecular 
Viscosity (p 
N/m^)
Specific Heat 
(C J/k g K )
Thermal 
Conductivity 
(K W/mK)
10180 0.001018 146.545 14.2
The diffusivity o f the iron into the LBE is taken to be l.OE-08 m^/s. The Schmidt 
number is a function o f the diffusivity and molecular viscosity, which comes out to be 10 
for the case when diffusivity is l.GE-08 m^/s. The units o f the wall temperature and wall 
concentration are in degrees Kelvin and parts per million (ppm) respectively.
2.2.1. Sudden Expansion Model 
As shown in Figure 3, the problem at hand is considered as a 3-D sudden expansion 
geometry. Temperature along the length o f the fitting wall is assumed constant at 723 K. 
A uniformly generated mesh is used, which means the length and height is divided into 
equally spaced grids. The inlet diameter o f the sudden expansion is considered to be half 
an inch or 0.0127m (Point A). The inlet length is 0.127m (AB). The outlet length is
0.254m (BC) and the outlet diameter is 0.0254m (Point C). LBE enters the fitting with a 
temperature o f 623K and a concentration o f O.lppm of oxygen in the LBE. The region 
near the wall has been refined. The refinement is required to capture the mass diffusion of
23
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the species at the wall-fluid interface, as the diffusion is very prominent in this region 
than in the bulk o f the fluid.
Figure 3. Sudden Expansion Model
Care has been taken that the boundary conditions match exactly with the conditions 
in the DELTA loop and the analytical calculations. The fluid is allowed to flow from the 
inlet at a uniform velocity o f 0.4m/s, which results in the Reynolds numbers o f 200,000. 
Simulations have also been carried out at Reynolds numbers o f 175,000 and 225,000 as 
suggested by LANL.
To make sure that the results from the runs are not grid dependent, four different 
mesh structures were created and the results o f all the three mesh configurations were 
compared. The different mesh sizes taken for checking the grid independency are, in ‘0 ’ 
direction 20 cells for all the models and in the ‘r ’ and ‘z ’ directions are:
24
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1. 10X 250
2. 20X250
3. 25X250
4. 30X250
Figure A. 1 in Appendix A shows how the meshes are refined near the wall.
2.2.2. Sudden Contraction Model
Figure 4 shows a sudden contraction problem domain. For the sudden contraction 
model, the model created for the sudden expansion was used but the inlet and the outlet 
boundaries were interchanged. The inlet diameter o f the sudden expansion is considered 
to be half an inch or 0.0254m (Point A). The inlet length is 0.254m (AB). The outlet 
length is 0.127m (BC) and the outlet diameter is 0.0127m (Point C). LBE enters the 
fitting with a temperature o f 623K and a concentration o f O.lppm of oxygen in the LBE. 
The wall temperature o f the fitting is assumed to be 723K. The mesh settings in ‘r ’, ‘0 ’ 
and ‘z ’ directions are exactly similar to that o f the sudden expansion model, i.e.:
1. 10X20X250.
2. 20X20X250.
3. 25X20X250.
4. 30X20X250.
25
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Figure 4. Sudden Contraction Model 
2.2.3. T-j oint Model
Two T-joint model cases have been studied. One is the inlet from the main arm as 
shown in Figure 5 and the other case is the inlet from the branched arm. Figure 6. The 
inlet and the outlet diameters for this fitting are 0.0254m. The total length o f the fitting is 
0.0762m. LBE enters the fitting with a temperature o f 623K and a concentration of 
O.lppm. The wall temperature o f the fitting is assumed to be 723K.
26
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m m
Figure 5. T-joint Model (inlet from main arm)
Figure 6. T-joint model (inlet from branched arm)
27
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The T-joint model was constructed using the modeling package SOLIDWORKS and 
the meshed using the meshing module o f the STAR-CD called PRO-AM. As a result o f 
this uniform meshes are not formed, Figure 7. To capture the fluid-wall interaction 
properly, a layer o f rectangular shaped cells is created at the wall o f the fitting. Figure 8 
shows the zoomed in sectional view o f the fitting. This layer is then further refined for 
establishing grid independency.
Figure 7. Sectional view o f the t-joint model
28
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Figure 8. Sectional view o f the t-joint model with layers o f rectangular cells at the wall
2.2.4. Elbow Model
Figure 9 shows an elbow with the inlet and outlet diameters 0.0254m. LBE enters the 
fitting with a temperature o f 623K and a concentration o f O.lppm of oxygen in the LBE. 
The wall temperature o f the fitting is assumed to be 723K. The mesh settings in ‘r ’, ‘6 ’
and ‘(j)’ directions are:
5. 1 0 X 2 0 X 5 0 .
6. 20 X  20 X 50.
7. 25 X 20 X 50.
8. 30 X 20 X 50.
29
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Figure 9. Elbow Model
AB indicates the path along the outer wall and CD is the path along the inner wall. 
The results o f the grid independency study and the results obtained from various runs 
will be discussed in detail in the succeeding chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, a detailed overview o f the results o f runs from simulations for all the 
four fitting models is presented. These results include the flow profiles and graphs for the 
three turbulent regime runs. The discussion sheds light on the hydrodynamic/thermal/ 
concentration distribution patterns regarding concentration and the temperature gradients 
at various velocities. The plots and graphs for the models run at Re=200,000 are found in 
this chapter, whereas the plots and graphs for the models run at Re= 175,000 and 
Re=225,000 can be found in Appendix A through Appendix D.
3.1. Sudden Expansion Model 
The model has been run in the turbulent regime for a Reynolds number o f 200,000 
with an inlet velocity o f 0.39m/s. Figure 10 shows the velocity vectors and Figure 11 
shows the velocity profile at the sudden expansion section o f the fitting model. The 
velocity profile is as expected for a turbulent flow regime, which is flat The velocity of 
the fluid is zero next to the wall and increases as it moves away from the wall. The 
formation o f vortices, i.e., the flow reversal can be observed at the top and bottom 
comers o f the model. Figure 3.1 shows the zoomed in section at the expansion region.
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Figure 10. Velocity vectors for sudden expansion model
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Figure 11, Velocity magnitude for sudden expansion model
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The next parameter o f interest is the temperature profile. The imposed wall 
temperature varies all through out the length o f the MTL. For this study, the temperature 
along the fitting surface length is taken as 723K. The fluid enters the inlet at 623K. 
Figure 12 shows the variation o f the temperature profile along the fitting length.
PR O *A M  3.10
04-NOV-04
T E M PE R A T U R E
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KELVIN
TIM E  = 0 .7 9 4 9 8 8  
LO CAL MX- 723 ,0  
LO CAL M N= 6 2 3 ,0
723.0
715.9
708.7
701.6
694.4
687.3
673.0
665.9
658.7
65 .6
644.4
637.3
623.0
Figure 12. Temperature profile for sudden expansion
The diffusion o f the temperature into the fluid transversely is clearly visualized in the 
above figure. Immediately after the sudden expansion, the diffusion o f the temperature is 
prominent in the longitudinal direction as high velocities dominate the diffusion in the 
longitudinal direction more than in the transverse direction.
Figure 13 shows the concentration profile o f LBE in the fitting. The wall 
concentration is a function o f wall temperature given by equation 4 in Chapter 1. The 
diffusivity o f iron into LBE is as low as lO'^mVs, which makes the diffusion very slow.
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Figure 14 shows the graph o f concentration gradient v/s distance from the inlet and 
Figure 15 the graph o f temperature gradient v/s the distance from the inlet. These 
gradients can represent corrosion/precipitation on these locations. The decrease in the 
concentration gradient is due to the flow reversal, which takes place after the sudden 
expansion followed by an increase and then a decrease at further distances downstream.
©
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Figure 13. Concentration profile for sudden expansion
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Figure 14. Concentration gradient v/s distance from inlet for sudden expansion model at
Re=200,000
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The sudden decrease and then the increase in the concentration and the temperature 
gradients in Figures 14 and 15 is due to the fact that the flow encounters the sudden 
expansion region where flow reversal starts. Then as the flow continues, new boundary 
layers are formed and the gradients stabilize. This implies that, in the areas o f vortex 
formations mass diffusion takes place from the fluid to the pipe, which results in the 
corrosion o f the pipe.
Figure 16 shows the grid independency check plot for the sudden expansion flow. It 
can be observed that the percentage error in values between the three ‘finer’ grids is less 
than 5% among them, which proves that the results are grid independent. The finest grid 
structure i.e.30 X 20 X 250 was used for the simulation runs.
The next parameter o f interest is to see how the concentration gradient varies with 
velocity. Figure 17 shows a graph o f concentration gradient v/s distance from inlet for the 
three Reynolds numbers. It is seen that as the velocity increases the concentration 
gradient increases. But this variation is not pronounced because the diffusion from iron 
into the LBE is very slow.
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Figure 16. Grid independency check for sudden expansion fitting
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Figure 17. Variation o f concentration gradient with velocity
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The plots and graphs obtained fro this model when run at other Reynolds number can 
be found in Appendix A. The final parameter o f interest is the pressure difference in the 
fitting between the inlet and outlet. Table 3 shows the pressure difference between the 
outlet and the inlet in the fitting for various Reynolds numbers.
Table 3. Pressure difference for various Reynolds numbers in sudden expansion fitting
Reynolds numbers Pressure Difference (Pa)
175,000 216
200,000 276
225,000 362
It is seen from the table that with the increase in Reynolds number there is an increase 
in the pressure difference as expected. Hence It can be implied that increase in pressure 
difference results in concentration gradient increase.
Figure 52 in Appendix A is a graph o f mass flow rate v/s distance from the center. It 
proves that the simulation obeys the law o f conservation of momentum. The mass flow 
rate at the inlet is 0.5218kg/s and at outlet is 0.5196. The error percentage is less than 2% 
which is acceptable.
3.2. Sudden Contraction Model 
Figures 18 and 19 show the velocity vectors and the velocity magnitude for the 
sudden contraction model when run at Re=200,000 with the inlet velocity o f 0.39m/s. 
The flow pattern is as expected for a sudden contraction fitting. Figure 18 is the zoomed
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in view o f the fitting at the sudden contraction region. The formation o f the vena 
contracta is not clearly observed because o f the limitations o f the software package.
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LOCAL M N= G,OGGOE+GO
L003 
1.860 
1.717 
1.574 
1.431 
1.288 
1.145 
1.002 
0.8585 
0.7154 
0.5723 
0.4292 
0.2862 
0.1431 
O.OOOOE+00
Figure 18. Velocity vectors for sudden contraction model
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PRO*AM 3.10
0 4 - N O V - 0 4
VELOCITY MAGNITUDE 
M/S
ITER = 35999 
LOCAL M X - 2,003 
LOCAL tvlN= G.O0ÜOE+OO
0.2862
O.OOOOE+00
Figure 19. Velocity magnitude for sudden contraction model
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For this fitting the wall temperature is taken as 723K and the fluid enters at 623K. 
Figure 20 shows the temperature profile for the sudden contraction fitting.
PRO*AM  3,10
Ü4-N OV-04
TEMPERATURE
ABSOLUTE
KELVIN
ITER= 35999
LOCAL MX= 723.0
LOCAL MN= 623.0
708 7
694.4
644 4
6.37 3
Figure 20. Temperature profile for the sudden contraction profile
The diffusion o f temperature gradually increases as the flow goes down the tube and 
is more clearly observed at the sudden contraction area. Figure 21 shows the variation o f 
the temperature gradient v/s the distance from the inlet.
The wall concentration is a function o f wall temperature given by equation 4 in Chapter 
1. The behavior o f the concentration gradient along the wall v/s the distance from the 
inlet is shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23 shows the concentration profile. These 
gradients can represent corrosion/precipitation on these locations. The decrease in the 
concentration gradient is due to the creation o f the high-pressure area just before the 
sudden contraction where there is some flow reversal takes place. The decrease in the
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gradient after the fluid passes the contraction region may be due to the presence o f vena- 
contraeta, and once it passes this region and flow stabilizes, the gradient reaches a steady 
state value.
Temperature Gradient V/s Distance From Inlet For Sudden 
Contraction At Re=200,000
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Figure 21. Temperature gradient v/s distance from the inlet for sudden contraction model
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From Iniet For Sudden
Contraction At Re=200,000
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Figure 22. Concentration gradient v/s distance from the inlet for sudden contraction
model
ST.«R^ 
PR O * A M 3 ,1 0
0 4 -N O V -0 4
SC 1-S T A IN L E S S  STEE
ITER = 35999  
LOCAL MX= 0 .1000 
LOCAL MN= 0 .2239E - 0 4
0 .9 2 8 6 E -0
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0.7858E -01
0.7144E -01
0.6429E -01
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Figure 23. Concentration profile for the sudden contraction model
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The next parameter o f interest is to see how the eoncentration gradient varies with 
velocity. Figure 24 shows a graph o f eoncentration gradient v/s distance from inlet for the 
three Reynolds numbers. It is seen that as the velocity increases the eoncentration 
gradient increases.
Figure 25 shows the grid independency cheek plot for the sudden contraction flow. It 
can be observed that the percentage error in values between the three ‘finer’ grids and 
that o f the coarse grid is more than 13% hut among the three grids it is less than 5%, 
which proves that the results are grid independent. The finest grid structure i.e.30 X 20 X 
250 was used for the simulation runs.
Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From Inlet For The 
Sudden Contraction At AI Res
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Figure 24. Variation o f eoncentration gradient with velocity
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From Inlet For Sudden 
Contraction At Re=200,000 (Grid Independency)
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Figure 25. Grid independency check for sudden contraction fitting
The plots and graphs obtained for this model when run at other Reynolds number o f
175,000 and 225,000 can be found in Appendix B. Table 4 shows the pressure difference 
between the outlet and the inlet in the fitting for various Reynolds numbers.
Table 4 Pressure difference for various Reynolds numbers in the sudden contraction
fitting
Reynolds numbers Pressure Difference (Pa)
175,000 -6177
200,000 -8123
225,000 -10335
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It is seen from the table that with the increase in Reynolds number there is an increase 
in the pressure difference as expected. Hence It can be implied that increase in pressure 
difference results in concentration gradient increase.
3.3. Elbow Model
Figure 26 shows the velocity vectors and Figure 27, the velocity magnitude for the 
elbow fitting model which is run at Re=200,000, i.e. velocity of 0.39m/s. The elbow is at 
a temperature o f 723K. . Kanti Kiran Dasika [15] showed that there may be eddies in the 
elbow when the elbow was a part o f the rectangular loop. But as seen in Figure 26 there 
is no formation o f eddies. This can be due to the presence o f source momentum near the 
elbow and other boundary conditions applied on the walls o f the elbows which are absent 
in the present case as point o f interest is only the concentration gradient between the wall 
and the fluid at the given operating conditions.
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i.jin i.T i'.W '.v .f V a
P R O *A M  3.10
0 4 -N O V -0 4
V E LO C ITY  M A G N ITU D E 
M /S
ITER = 79
LOCAL M X= 0 ,4 0 4 4  
LO CAL M N= O,OÜO0E+OO
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Figure 26. Velocity vectors for the elbow
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Figure 27. Velocity magnitude profile for the elbow
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Figure 28. Concentration profile for the elbow
Figure 28 shows the concentration profile for the elbow fitting. Figure 29 shows the 
graph o f concentration gradient v/s distance from the inlet for the inner wall and Figure 
30 for the outer wall.
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From iniet For The inner
Wail Of The Elbow At Re=200,000
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Figure 29. Concentration gradient v/s distance from the inlet for the elbow at the inner
wall
Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From inlet For The Outer 
Wail Of The Elbow At Re=200,000
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Figure 30. Concentration gradient v/s distance from the inlet for the elbow at the outer
wall
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From The Inlet For
Various Reynolds Numbers
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Figure 31. Variation o f concentration gradient with velocity
The variation o f the concentration gradient against the different velocities is shown in 
Figure 31. It shows that increase in velocity results in the increase o f the concentration 
gradient.
The next parameter is the grid independency tests. Figure 32 confirms that the results 
for the elbow are not dependent on the grid size and structure.
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From Inlet For The Outer 
Wall Of The Elbow At Re=200,000 (Grid Independency)
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Figure 32. Grid independency check for the elbow
Finally the difference o f pressure between the inlet and outlet is shown in table 5 next 
page.
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It is seen from the table that with the increase in Reynolds number there is an 
decrease in the pressure difference with in crease in velocity. This is because, as the 
velocity o f the fluid increases, the fluid tends to move towards the outer wall there by 
creating a high-pressure area on the inner wall. This effect causes the decrease in pressure 
difference for increasing velocities.
Table 5. Pressure difference for various Reynolds numbers in the elbow fitting
Reynolds numbers Pressure Difference (Pa)
175,000 -272
200,000 -370
225,000 -482
The plots and graphs obtained for this model when run at other Reynolds number of
175,000 and 225,000 can be found in Appendix C.
3.4. T-joint Model
There are two cases in the t-joint simulations. One, when the inlet is from the main 
arm and the other when the inlet is from the branched arm. For both the cases the outflow 
distribution from each o f the outlet arms in 50%. First plots and graphs for the inlet 
through the main arm are presented.
Figure 33 shows the velocity vectors for the t-joint. A prominent flow reversal o f the 
fluid can be seen in the inner wall o f the middle branch. On the opposing wall o f the area 
where the eddy current occurs, there is an increase in the magnitude o f velocity.
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PRO-AM 3.10
04-NOV-04
VELOCITY MAGNITUDE 
M/S
ITER = 736
LOCAL M X - 0.4859 
LOCAL K-IN= O.OOOOE+GO
0.4859
  0 .4512
  0 4 1 6 5
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0.3471 
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0 2777 
0 2429
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 0.1308
  0.1041
  0.6941 E -01
  0.3471 E -01
  OOOOOE + 00
Ÿ X
Figure 33. Velocity vectors for the t-joint with inlet from the main arm
The diffusion o f temperature into the fluid can be seen in Figure 34. This diffusion in 
temperature is prominent in the flow reversal region right after the elbow and the other 
outlet. This is further proved by the graph in Figure 35.
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PRO-AM 3.10
0 4 - N O V - 0 4
TEMPERATURE
ABSOLUTE
KELVIN
ITER = 736
LOCAL MX= 723.0
LOCAL MM= 623,0
Figure 34. Temperature profile for the t-joint with inlet from the main arm
Temperature Gradient V/s Distance From The inlet for The 
Straight Waii Of The T-joint With The iniet From the Main Arm
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Figure 35. Temperature gradient v/s distance from the inlet for the straight wall o f the t-
joint (inlet from the main arm)
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The spike in Figure 35 is the region where the flow separates and new boundary 
layers are formed. The sudden decrease in the temperature gradient, seen in Figure 3.26 is 
the flow reversal region in the elbow.
The fluid enters the inlet at 623K. The wall temperature is maintained at 723K. Figure 
36 shows the concentration profile o f LBE in the fitting. The wall concentration is a 
function o f wall temperature given by equation 4 in Chapter 1. The diffusion is more 
prominent in the flow reversal region in the branch o f the t-joint. Figure 37 shows the 
graph o f concentration gradient along the straight wall. Point X in the graph is the area 
where the branching starts. In this region there is an increase in the concentration gradient 
because o f the regeneration o f the boundary layers after the branching. Point A is the inlet 
and Point C is the outlet as shown in Figure 5
T i
< D
PRO-^AM 3,10 
04-N O V -04
SC 1-STA IN LESS_ST EE
ITER = 736
LOCAL MX= 0,1000 
LOCAL MN= 0 ,2 2 3 9 E -0 4
0.1 OOC
0 92G6E-01
0 8572E-G
0.7858E-01
0.7143E-01
0.6429E -0
0.5715E-01
0.500 E-01
0.4287E -0
0.3573E -0
0 28 5 9 E -0
0 2145E-01
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0 ./1 6 4 E -0 2
0.2239E-Q 4
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Figure 36. Temperature profile for the t-joint with inlet from the main arm
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From The iniet for The 
Straight Wall Of The T-joint With The Inlet From The Main Arm
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Figure 37. Concentration gradient v/s distance from the inlet for the straight wall o f the t-
joint (inlet from the main arm)
Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From The Inlet For The 
Elbow Of The T-joint With The Inlet From The Main Arm
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Figure 38. Concentration gradient v/s distance from the inlet for the elbow o f the t-joint
with inlet from the main arm
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Point E in Figure 38 is the elbow o f the T-joint. There is a decrease in the 
concentration gradient because o f the flow reversal. D here is the location where the inlet 
flow comes in the T-joint.
Figures 39 and 40 show the independency o f the results from the grid structure. 
Figure 39 is for the straight wall and Figure 40 is for the elbow.
Table 6 shows the pressure difference between the inlet and the 2 outlets o f the t- 
joint.
Table 6. Pressure difference for various Reynolds numbers in the t-joint fitting
Reynolds numbers Main Outlet (Pa) Branched Outlet (Pa)
175,000 925 259
200,000 1219 391
225,000 1550 536
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From The Inlet For The 
Straight Wall Of The T-joInt With Inlet From The Main Arm (Grid 
Independency)
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Figure 39. : Grid independency check for the straight wall o f the t-joint with inlet from
the main arm
Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From The Inlet For The 
Elbow Of The T-joInt With Inlet From The Main Arm (Grid 
Inependency)
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Figure 40. Grid independency check for the elbow o f the t-joint with inlet from the main
arm
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Now the results for the inlet through the branched arm are presented. The velocity 
vectors for the t-joint can be seen in Figure 41. It is noted that there is a stagnation region 
as expected at the region near point A o f Figure 6. The velocity vectors right outside that 
region show a larger magnitude and connect to the outer wall o f the tee intersection on 
both sides. Two reversal flow zones are noticed on the inner wall o f the T-joint right 
downstream of the right-angled intersection o f the two T-sections. The symmetry o f the 
flow is also observed as expected. The flow starts to redevelop downstream but the 
simulation problem solution field is not long enough to capture that.
Figure 41. Velocity vectors for the t-joint with inlet from the main arm
Figure 42 shows the concentration profile. The diffusion o f temperature and 
concentration is more prominent away from the flow reversal regions. The diffusion of 
concentration does not seem to be affected by the stagnation zone. The graph in Figure 43
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showing variation o f the concentration gradient on the wall is plotted along the line AXB 
as shown in Figure 6. When the fluid enters through the middle arm and impinges on the 
opposite wall an area o f flow stagnation is created. Point A is the area o f flow stagnation. 
A decrease in the concentration gradient occurs as the fluid comes out o f this region and 
as the new boundary layers are formed, the concentration gradient increases. But as the 
flow progresses, it encounters the region o f flow reversal which results in the decrease o f 
concentration gradient. Point X indicates the flow reversal region.
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Figure 42. Concentration profile for t-joint with the inlet from the branched arm
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance For The Straight Wall of
The T-joInt With Inlet From The Branched Arm
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Figure 43. Concentration gradient v/s distance from the inlet for the straight wall o f the t-
joint with inlet from the branched arm
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Figure 44. Temperature gradient v/s distance from the inlet for the straight wall o f the t-
joint with inlet from the branched arm
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The graph in Figure 45 is plotted along the line DBF (elbow in Figure 6). The region 
EF is where flow reversal occurs. Hence a marked decrease in the concentration gradient 
occurs from what essentially is initially a fairly stable value o f the gradient as the flow is 
coming through a short straight tube. A slight increase is noticed as the flow straightens 
out after E, which is indicative o f the boundary layer reattaching on the wall. Figure 46 
shows the temperature variation for this fitting
Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From The Inlet For The 
Elbow Of The T-joint With The Inlet From The Branched Arm
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Figure 45. Concentration gradient v/s distance from the inlet for the elbow o f the t-joint
with inlet from the branched arm
The grid independency tests were not performed for this case because the grid 
independency was obtained for the t-joint model as shown in Figures 39 and 40 even 
though they were for a different inlet and outlet conditions.
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Temperature Gradient V/s Distance From The Inlet For The
Elbow Of The T-joInt With The Inlet From The Branched Arm
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Figure 46. Temperature gradient v/s distance from the inlet for the elbow o f the t-joint
with inlet from the branched arm
Finally the difference o f pressure between the inlet and outlet is shown in table 7 below.
Table 7. Pressure difference for various Reynolds numbers in the fitting
Reynolds numbers Pressure Difference (Pa)
175,000 -69
200,000 -65
225,000 -94
In Table 3.5, the pressure difference for Re= 175,000 and Re=225,000 is lower than 
the pressure difference o f Re=200,000. This may be due to the fact that the problem
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domain is not large enough to capture the pressure difference after the flow has steadied 
itself after crossing the flow reversal area.
The plots and graphs obtained for this model when run at other Reynolds number of
175,000 and 225,000 can be found in Appendix D.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK
4.1. Conclusions
This work is primarily an extension o f work done by Xiaoyi He, Ning Li and Mark 
Mineev [14]. Literature review showed that experimental data and analytical data in this 
area o f research is very much limited. The literature review showed that experimental 
data in this area o f research is limited and hence there is very little data for comparison of 
the simulated models with physical data. Numerical simulations were performed on four 
kinds o f loop fittings. These simulations give valuable insight to the thermal hydraulic 
behavior o f the LBE inside these loop fittings. The results also give insights to the 
behavioral pattern o f the concentration diffusions.
It is observed in general from these simulation runs that areas o f the flow in the fittings 
where flow changes suddenly and where there are stagnation zones can experience 
significant changes o f the wall gradient concentrations. To obtain a realistic picture of 
what these gradients at the wall would be in the real case one would have to perform 
eventually the simulations o f these fittings as part o f a completely closed loop where the 
core concentration is allowed to reach a steady state and hence the final determination of 
the gradients will be made.
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By and large, this study helped provide more insight into the flow dynamics; thermal 
and mass transfer behavior o f the Lead Bismuth Eutectic in the loop fittings. This could 
lead the way to simulating the next step where real chemical reactions are also simulated 
in the loop. Eventually the insight gained from that simulation can pave the way to 
provide real design guidelines for determining the potential problem areas in regards to 
corrosion/precipitation in the loop and could help determine the longevity o f the loop 
components.
4.2.Future Work
The next step is to deal with the loop, which has all the fittings considered and 
various other boundary conditions. This step is computationally intensive. This step also 
includes writing a user-defined subroutine and coupling it with the loop to study the 
effects o f thermal hydraulics and chemical kinetics in the loop.
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APPENDIX A
SUDDEN EXPANSION RESULTS
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Figure 47. Mesh refinement near the wall in the radial direetion
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Figure 48. Concentration gradient for sudden expansion at Re= 175,000
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Figure 49. Temperature gradient for sudden expansion at Re= 175,000
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Figure 50. Concentration gradient for sudden expansion at Re=225,000
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Figure 51. Temperature gradient for sudden expansion at Re=225,000
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Figure 52. Mass flow rate v/s distance
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APPENDIX B
SUDDEN CONTRACTION RESULTS
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Concentration Gradient v/s Distance From Iniet For Sudden 
Contarction At Re=175,000
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Figure 53. Concentration gradient for sudden contraction at Re=175,000
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Figure 54. Temperature gradient for sudden contraction at Re= 175,000
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From iniet For Sudden 
Contraction At Re^25,000
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Figure 55. Concentration gradient for sudden contraction at Re=225,000
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Figure 56. Temperature gradient for sudden contraction at Re=225,000
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Figure 57. Concentration gradient for elbow at R e= l75,000
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Figure 58. Temperature gradient for elbow at Re= 175,000
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Figure 59. Concentration gradient for elbow at Re=225,000
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Figure 60. Temperature gradient for elbow at Re=225,000
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From The Iniet For The 
Eibow Of The T-joint With inlet From The Branched Arm At 
Re=175j000
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Figure 61. Concentration gradient for t-joint at Re= 175,000 (inlet from branched arm)
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Figure 62. Temperature gradient for t-joint at Re= 175,000 (inlet from branched arm)
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance For The Straight Wali Of 
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Figure 63. Concentration gradient for t-joint at Re= 175,000 (iniet from branched arm)
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Figure 64. Temperature gradient for t-joint at Re= 175,000 (inlet from branched arm)
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From The Iniet For The 
Eibow Of the T-joint With The Inlet From The Main Arm At 
Re=175j000
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Figure 65. Concentration gradient for t-joint at Re= 175,000 (inlet from main arm)
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Figure 66. Temperature gradient for t-joint at R e= l75,000 (inlet from main arm)
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Figure 67. Concentration gradient for t-joint at Re= 175,000 (inlet from main arm)
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Figure 68. Temperature gradient for t-joint at Re= 175,000 (inlet from main arm)
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From the iniet For The T- 
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Figure 69. Concentration gradient for t-joint at Re=225,000 (inlet from branched arm)
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Figure 70. Temperature gradient for t-joint at Re=225,000 (inlet from branched arm)
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Figure 71. Concentration gradient for t-joint at Re=225,000 (inlet from branched arm)
Temperature Gradient V/s Distance For The Straight Wall of The 
T-joInt With the Inlet from the Branched Arm At Re=225,000
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Figure 72. Temperature gradient for t-joint at Re=225,000 (inlet from branched arm)
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Figure 73. Concentration gradient for t-joint at Re=225,000 (inlet from main arm)
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Figure 74. Temperature gradient for t-joint at Re=225,000 (inlet from main arm)
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Concentration Gradient V/s Distance From The Iniet For The 
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Figure 75. Concentration gradient for t-joint at Re=225,000 (inlet from main arm)
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Figure 76. Temperature gradient for t-joint at Re=225,000 (inlet from main arm)
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